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1 - Elements

There is only 4 elements: Wind, Fire, Water, Earth. But in chinese there is also Wood and Metal. The are
a few more but I never really consider them elements and never found out where that idea comes from...
but they are Space, Ice, Snow, Lightning/Electricity , Darkness, and Light. Know that you know about
them lets get some info: (fyi, these may not be true... but this is my belif and if you want to add or argue
send me an e-mail though fruits_basket_crazy@excite.com)

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

The Earth and Water are allies and Fire and Wind are allies, Earth and Wind are enemies, and Water
and Fire are enemies... know y? Earth and Water are friends because: the Water helps form and shape
the Earth and the Earth helps support Water. Wind helps Fire grow and Fire helps warm the Wind (like
the person who is like wind's heart or something). Earth blocks the Wind's way and Water takes out Fire.

Wood is friends with Earth and Water, Metal is friends with Fire and Wind. The reason is because Earth
and Water help make Wood grow and Fire and Wind help mold Metal (into a better person or
something). Metal's mortal enemy is Wood. The reason is because Metal can cut into Wood, (think
about it... like a chain-saw cutting a tree... it's that basically).

Now about the other elements... they were made by random people. Light and Darkness are enemies...
like that needs explaining... Now for the others, everyone has there own feelings about them but I like to
think of them as loners... (If I have to have them as elements... to me there will only be the 6... nothing
else...) they don't have allies or enemies... they are alone...

And now I'm going to explain them: Lightning is a fighter, she does not have a lot of friends but she has
a lot of enemies. Ice is vain and cold hearted, she never lets anyone get close to her, even though she
wants someone to love (wow that sounds like me half the time). Snow is cold care free but has a cold
heart, people want to be friends with her but she is afraid of them. Space is someone who does not talk
much, so a lot don't know her very well, she keeps to herself even though she tryies to react out, but she
feels like no one really care period (and that's my other side).

Dark and Light are hard to explain because, I don't see them as elements at all, the other I can see but
these are more like bigger and more powerful then the other so I can't really explain there personality...
you guys can give me idea though... anyways these are the elements

mailto:fruits_basket_crazy@excite.com


~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

This is all... I may add more... check it out later. I can't do a quiz because even though I love the
elements... I really don't know how to tell the different element you are... sorry!
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